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R Updegraff A therapeutic education programme for diabetic children: recreational, creative methods, and use of puppets, objectives 2. Materials and methods.
Instruments and data analysis 2.3.1. The evaluation of the children's satisfaction 2.3.2. The evaluation of the treatment-related objectives of the programme 2.3.3. The
evaluation of the specific impact of the use of puppets. 
Puppets and the Theater, they had spent a little money building the stage with triplex wood and other materials. After giving. B) Cabezones Form: First, an earthen jar
or a basket can be used. Use the same methods as are used for the puppets. Rub on the oil or shortening. 
Research methods in education, to include materials in the text: Page 15. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS xiv for Hoinville, G. and Jowell, R. (1978) Sur- vey Research Practice,
Box 8.1. Hodder & Stoughton, Sevenoaks,for words from Frankfort-Nachmias, C. and Nachmias, D. (1992) Research Methods in the Social. 
Building character through shadow puppetry, education Week, 18(21), pp. 52,35. flower, C., & Fortney, A. ( 198:3). Puppets: Methods and materials. Worcester, MA:
Davis Publications, Inc. Hagaman, S. (1990). The community of inquiry: Anapproach to collaborative learning. Studies ill Art Education, .'12(:3),149-157. 
Role Playing as an Imaginative Experience for Language Growth, role play also gives the child an understanding of what people do and say in life situations,
encourages communication by body movement and manipulation of puppets, and facilitates language listening, recall of printed materials and retelling of what has
been heard. 
Social class awareness of lower class children as revealed in their concepts of adult preferences, ideals, and self images, 2. The methods used for determining social
class concepts were capable of achieving this objective. Aged three to nine years were presented with dolls and the subjects aged nine to twelve years were presented
with the identical materials renamed puppets of their. 
Power users and retro puppets-a critical study of the methods and motivations in chipmusic, lund University. Supervisor: Peter Dahlgren. Examiner: Fredrik Miegel.
Abstract. Anders Carlsson: Power Users and Retro Puppets - a Critical Study of the Methods and Motivations in Chipmusic. (Department of Media and
Communication Studies, Lund University. 
Puppets! Great Props for Teaching, puppets! Great Props for Teaching. Koenig, Barbara; Peyton, Jeffrey. Instructor , 86, 7, 57-63, Mar 77. Why are puppets unique
educational resources. Explores those qualities in puppets which make them so useful for instruction. 
Model-making: Materials and Methods, oxby shown earlier),but becauseitismore common for stopmotion puppets. CHAPTER 2 CONSTRUCTING Modelmaking
generally involvesprocessesofconstructionratherthan methods of sculpting. Raw materials are chosen which have already undergone some degree. 
Learning styles strategies can help students at risk, in their almost unanimous opinion, the language of images is important for the Octaver. 
Marionette: From traditional manipulation to robotic manipulation, shanghai Publishing Co., Shanghai, China, 1952. (Chinese) [4] C. Flower, A. Fortney. Puppets:
Methods and Materials, Davis Publications, MA, USA, 1983. [5] G. Latshaw. The Complete Book of Puppetry, Dover Publications, NY, USA, 1978. [6] O. Batek. 
Foreign-language experience in infancy: Effects of short-term exposure and social interaction on phonetic learning, methods and Materials. Of Mandarin (or English)
read from children's books for 10 min and played with toys for 15 min using prescribed materials. Children's storybooks were translated into Mandarin for the reading
period, and various toys (puppets, a train, and ring stacks) were. 
Creativity instructional materials: A review of research, some work reported by Torrance (1962) and others looked hopeful, but we still felt we were pioneers. While
methods and materials for training creativity have proliferated since the early studies in that area, research on their effectiveness was slow to follow. 
We can protect ourselves: a rhyming puppet show about HIV prevention, the rhyming puppet play has been used in an university course on curriculum methods and
materials of teaching health education to illustrate an appropriate HTV prevention. For their debut, puppets were acquired from low-cost sources including
neighborhood yard sales. 
Recent approaches to the study of the pre-school child. I. Indirect and projective methods, egland (4) found puppets encourage talking by stutterers while Bender
and Woltmann (2) emphasize their use both as diagnostic and therapeutic aids. Other materials: Other methods, sueh as encouraging a child to use construc- tive and
plastie materials, to interpret. 
Visual communication handbook: teaching and learning using simple visual materials. Rev, misconception exports of gender lepton. 
Improving school effectiveness, school effectiveness to a certain degree is dependent upon adapting teaching methods and materials to the needs of students.
Principals must become more than mere puppets that follow orders emanating from a nation's capital. 
Radical puppets and the language of art, duncum,P. (2002). Clarifying visual art education. Art Education, 55(3), 6-11. Flower, C., & Fortney, A. (1983). Puppets:
Methods and materials. Worcester, MA:Davis Publications. Greene, M. (2001). Variations on a blue guitar. New York: Teachers College Press. 
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Four StarsBy The Green EagleGreat book on puppets with lots of photos and practical information. My favorite general puppet book. 1 of 1 people. 
An Analysis of US Sex Education Programs and Evaluation Methods. Volume V, Annotated Bibliography of Selected Curricular Materials, e1M PRICE .11F01/PC03
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